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installed in the Corvette, so Lingenfelter
went to turbocharging specialist Incon
Systems of Berea, Ohio, to build turbo
housings for the Corvette. Basically, the
turbos use Garrett rotating assemblies with
Incon Systems housings.

Each turbo lies between a new cast-iron
Lingenfelter exhaust manifold and the
stock catalytic converter. There are sepa-
rate air-to-air intercoolers for each turbo,
mounted forward of the front wheels. At
the low boost pressure this system gener-
ates, Lingenfelter says the intercoolers are
able to keep the intake-air temperature
within 20 degrees of ambient air.

The turbos are mounted lower than the
engine sump, so Lingenfelter installs a
drain tank and scavenge pump to return the
turbo oil to the main lubrication system.

Except for some computer reprogram-
ming that fine-tunes the spark timing and
fuel calibration and raises the rev limiter
200 rpm to 6400, the rest of the engine is
stock. Lingenfelter says the low boost level
doesn’t cause detonation at the stocker’s
10.1:1 compression ratio and the engine
internals are up to the job of higher horse-
power. When the installation is finished,
the twin-turbo motor belts out 500 horse-
power at 5800 rpm and 500 pound-feet of
torque at 4600 rpm. We’re talking signif-
icant gains here—up 45 and 43 percent
from the stock Vette’s 345 hp and 350 lb-
ft of torque, respectively. The Stage I turbo
motor even outdoes Lingenfelter’s own
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CHEVROLET $39,361/ pushrod 16-valve V-8, 346 cu in (5665cc), 345 bhp @ 5600 rpm/ 6-speed manual/ 3264 4.7 11.0 37.7
CORVETTE $42,022 aluminum block and heads, GM engine- 350 lb-ft @ 4400 rpm 3.42

control system with port fuel injection

LINGENFELTER $79,046/ twin-turbocharged and intercooled pushrod 500 bhp @ 5800 rpm/ 6-speed manual/ 3398 3.8 7.7 16.0
TWIN-TURBO $79,046 16-valve V-8, 346 cu in (5665cc), aluminum 500 lb-ft @ 4600 rpm 3.42
CORVETTE $80,641/ block and heads, GM/LPE engine-control 6-speed manual/ 3398 4.1 8.4 —

$80,641‡ system with port fuel injection 3.15

DODGE $70,901/ pushrod 20-valve V-10, 488 cu in (7990cc), 450 bhp @ 5200 rpm/ 6-speed manual/ 3410 4.0 8.8 23.2
VIPER GTS $70,901 aluminum block and heads, Chrysler JTEC 490 lb-ft @ 3700 rpm 3.07

engine-control system with port fuel injection

* Base price includes all performance-enhancing options.
† Stock Corvette standing-start acceleration figures from 8/98 test, all other figures from 5/98 test.
‡ Price and performance with optional 3.15:1 axle ratio.
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383 LS1 package by 50 hp and 60 lb-ft.
Lingenfelter went after more than just

high-horsepower numbers, though. “Of all
the Corvettes I’ve ever built,” he says,
“this one is my favorite. It’s so civilized.
At low speeds, it behaves just like a stock
Corvette.” Indeed, off boost, you’re basi-
cally driving a stock Corvette, so the car
is happy puttering around parking lots.
Plus, it’s as quiet as a stocker, and you can
barely hear the turbos spooling.

On boost, you’ll get the sort of push in
the back you’d expect from 500 horses.
The transition from zero boost to full
boost, known as turbo lag, doesn’t produce
the huge hit of power we’re used to feeling
in high-horsepower turbocharged cars.
The Lingenfelter twin-turbo Vette eases
into high horsepower. Thank the small
turbos for this behavior. They spool up
easily, and quickly develop positive
intake-manifold pressure. At 1100 rpm,
there’s 0.25 psi of boost, and that gradu-
ally builds to the peak at 5500 rpm.

Even without the huge bang of boost,
the twin-turbo Vette can easily smoke its
tires through first gear and most of second.
Getting off the line for acceleration runs is
a relatively simple affair, as long as you
keep the revs low. Launching at about
2400 rpm produces just the right trickle of
wheelspin to get the car moving. Once the
car is rolling and the tires are hooked up,
you can floor it until 4000 rpm, when all
hell breaks loose and the tires start spin-
ning if you don’t feather the throttle.
Wheelspin at this point would waste pre-
cious time. By the way, only about one car
in a thousand has the power to break the
tires loose once they’re hooked up.

Modulate the throttle properly, and
you’ll be rewarded with a smokingly fast
acceleration run. With stock gearing and
relatively sticky BFGoodrich g-Force tires
sized a bit wider (295 versus the stock 275
section width), Lingenfelter’s Vette runs
from 0 to 60 mph in 3.8 seconds, to 100 in
7.7 seconds, and to 150 mph in 16 seconds
flat. The quarter flashes by in 11.8 seconds
at 127 mph.

We also tested the car with a taller,
optional ($1595 installed) 3.15:1 rear-end

ratio (stock is 3.42:1). This gear allowed
the Vette to top out at 202 mph and still
accelerate through the quarter-mile in 12.1
seconds at 122 mph. If it were us, we’d
save the $1595 and go for the quicker car,
which hits the 6400-rpm rev limiter in fifth
gear at 197 mph.

The Stage I twin-turbo kit installed on
1997–98 Corvettes costs $19,995, and on
1999 cars (which use smaller fuel injec-
tors that Lingenfelter has to replace),
$20,690. Turbo kits installed on auto-
matic-transmission Vettes cost an addi-
tional $2680 and get a Lingenfelter torque
converter and transmission reinforce-
ments. Our test car came equipped with a
host of goodies that improved perfor-
mance. The upgraded tire and wheel
package ($6170) increased lateral grip
from 0.90 g to 0.95. Baer six-piston front
calipers and four-piston rear calipers with
larger rotors ($10,484 installed) combined
with the tires and wheels to shorten stop-
ping distances from 70 mph by 18 feet, to
156. An oil cooler ($1300), a B & B
exhaust system ($220), a larger radiator

($800), and Z51 front and rear anti-roll
bars and leaf springs ($1574 installed)
round out the package. Our 1997 test car
totaled a whopping $79,046.

If you bought a stock 1999 Corvette
with the Z51 suspension for $40,596 (and
kept it for six months to avoid paying
luxury tax on the upgrades), then added
just the Stage I engine package, you’d have
$61,286 invested in a car that would be
quicker than any production car for sale in
the U.S. today—even Dodge’s mighty
Viper. Plus you wouldn’t give up an ounce
of the Corvette’s excellent daily livability.

If you’re a real horsepower fiend,
you’ll want to hold out for the Stage II
package that Lingenfelter promises will
belt out 650 horses and cost about $45,000.
We can’t wait to get into one, but for now,
we’re happy with the most livable 500 hp
we’ve ever tested.                        

Lingenfelter Performance Engineering,
1557 Winchester Drive, Decatur,
Indiana 46733; 219–724–2552;
www.lingenfelter.com.

Notice the bulging hood, which is caused
by air traveling at 202 mph caught under-
neath the hood. A vent would do wonders.

acceleration, seconds† roadholding,
street start, top gear, top gear, top speed, 300-foot

1/4-mile 5–60 mph 30–50 mph 50–70 mph mph skidpad, g tires

13.1 @ 5.4 12.3 12.2 171 0.90 Goodyear
111 mph Eagle F1 GS EMT;

F: 245/45ZR-17 89Y,
R: 275/40ZR-18 94Y

11.8 @ 4.5 12.2 10.5 197 0.95 BFGoodrich
127 mph g-Force T/A;

12.1 @ 4.8 13.9 12.2 202 0.95 F: 265/35ZR-18 93Y,

122 mph R: 295/35ZR-18 99Y

12.2 @ 4.6 10.8 10.8 186 0.95 Michelin
118 mph Pilot SX MXX3;

F: 275/40ZR-17 98Y,
R: 285/30ZR-17 100Y


